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EDITOR'S NOTE

AUSLEGUNG is pleased to present Volume 10, Numbers 1 and 2 as a special double issue on contemporary European philosophy. The set of articles following the introduction by Angelo A. Calvello are papers and commentaries which were read at the Graduate Student Conference on Contemporary European Philosophy held on April 26, 1983 at DePaul University in Chicago, IL. Angelo Calvello, who earned his Ph.d. in philosophy at DePaul in February of this year, was the organizer of this conference and also served as liason with the editor of AUSLEGUNG in providing the manuscripts for publication. Angelo's help and cooperation in the working out of this project has been sincerely appreciated.

The last feature article in this double issue is a long piece by Professor David Ingram on the historical origins and development of the controversy between Gadamer and Habermas. We include this work here because of the obvious relevance of its discussion to the issues addressed in the conference papers. We hope that the reader will find this piece to be valuable not only in providing a helpful addition to the conference papers but also as a fine scholarly endeavor in its own right.

D.A.D.